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Come say hi to the lone ranger, some say stranger I've
Been this way since the beginning, from the cradle.
Now they label me that arrogant fuck I ain't
Complaining how can they judge my mind if my
intentions
Are stable.
To be honest I'm kind of a straight to the point
Figure, mr. Confront u ask and I deliver
Don't brag or boast I rock a rollercaost(er), that
Means I take u on my ride and bring u back to the
Beginning.
I make mistakes, but try to keep doing things right, 
Take the blame for all the feelings that you hide
That's all I can do I can't read u inside, u see u got
Yours and I've got my mind and that's life.

I won't complain about about the live I live, I won't
Complain about the things I did, I'm roller coasting, 
Got my mind playing tricks, but my intentions are as
Good as it gets, just like this.

Once u make some mistakes in your life, how long
must
One carry that weight.
Will there be pain, scars, tears, nothing but cries, 
When is one price paid.

I never saw it coming, it's like I just got hit, I
Cannot even explain my mind and hair in a twist.
Just don't know how to act by experience, cuz I do what

I feel like in an accident.
So blame me for doing the things I do best, I manifest
Like that so get it off your chest, 
But nevertheless I can't help the way I express, my
Intentions are good.
So don't you go feeling offended, just let it all go, 
Rest your soul and let it breathe for a minute.
There ya go. Let me finish with introducing my self
Proper, Llew the issue: Perona non grata.
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I won't complain about about the live I live, I won't
Complain about the things I did, I'm roller coasting, 
Got my mind playing tricks, but my intentions are as
Good as it gets, just like this.

Once u make some mistakes in your life, how long
must
One carry that weight.
Will there be pain, scars, tears, nothing but cries, 
When is one price paid.

Sometimes it hits me by surprise, it hurts but still it
Opens up my eyes. Stayin focused fuck that hocus-
pocus, 
U catch me provokin cuz I settle for love. I run that
River full of that salty water, I'm almost done crying, 
Almost at that border. So order me some food for
Through to go, I'm gone, I'm out, I'm ghost, I'm home, 
Alone.
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